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CAST

SAUVIN...................REX HARRISON
DRAGUISHA.................VALERIE HOBSON
BORDIER..................JOHN LODER
MADAME DUVIVIER.............MURIEL AKED
LOUISE.......................MEGS JENKINS
SONNEMAN.................GEORGE DEVINE
ERNEST......................JOHN SALEW
BARTOFF.....................KAYE SEELEY
RYKOFF......................CARL JAFFE

SYNOPSIS

Draguisha Montesou, daughter of a political figure in the Balkans, leaves the apartment of her boy friend, Rene Bordier, a Parisian newspaper correspondent, after receiving a mysterious phone call. She goes to meet three political agitators, Rykoff, Bartoff and Sonnemann. Because of a temporary lull in the war crisis, they plot an assassination of a Balkan Prime Minister and use Draguisha as the dupe of their interests. Convincing her that her father, who has been thrown into jail on a trumped up political offense, will be ordered shot by the returning Prime Minister, she joins them in their fiendish plot, hoping to save her father's life. With Rykoff she boards the Continental Express in Switzerland, to find that Rene Bordier is aboard en route to cover a Balkan assignment. Rene is surprised to see her boarding the train, but Sauvin, a secret service man is not. As the Prime Minister prepares to board the train at another station, her plot to blow him to bits is prevented by Sauvin, who tells her that she has been fooled. Kidnapped by Rykoff and Bartoff, after seeing their plot foiled, Draguisha is followed by Bordier in a mad chase that ends with a gun fight and the blowing up of an ammunition store.

Sauvin, who stays aboard the train, seeing the Prime Minister safely to his destination, meets Draguisha and Bordier at the Balkan state Capitol and the brewing revolution is avoided.

**********

REX HARRISON...who takes the part of Sauvin, the secret service man, is well known to theatre audiences for his ability in suspenseful parts. Star of "The Lady Vanishes" and "Night Train," he has had a long series of successful motion picture roles.

VALERIE HOBSON...has played in many motion picture thrillers including "The Bride of Frankenstein," "Mystery of Edwin Drood" and, more recently, Monogram's "Shadows of the Underworld."

JOHN LODER...is internationally known for his many screen roles in such pictures as "Non-Stop New York," "Anything to Declare" and his more recent successes, "How Green Is My Valley," "Scotland Yard" and "One Night in Lisbon."
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